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You are a fucking coward and you will go to the trenches. I give fuck all for my life and I give fuck all for
yours and I'll get you fucking well shot - Sergeant to Harry Farr. Joseph Byers (17) from Glasgow. Too
young to enlist, Joe, like so many at the time, has lied about his age to join the other men at the front.
However, his dreams of being a solider are quickly destroyed by the brutal realities of trench warfare and he
soon finds himself in trouble with the authorities. Private Harry Farr (25) from London. Traumatised by the
things he has seen and lived through as a serving soldier, Harry is suffering from shell shock and is now
unable to fight. He has subsequently been convicted of cowardice, and as he waits to hear his fate, he dreams
of his wife and hopes for a last minute reprieve. Lance-Sergeant Joseph Willie Stones (24) from Durham.
Having used his rifle to block the entrance to a trench during fierce fighting, Joseph stands accused of casting
away his arms in combat - an offence punishable by death. He thought he was protecting his men, but the top
brass want to make an example of him to maintain discipline in the ranks. With a contemporary score
performed live by the Red Note Ensemble, the songs explore the vulnerability and devastation of the
battlefields, alongside the inner struggles of the men. Poignant and powerful, The 306: Dawn will be
performed in a transformed barn in the Perthshire countryside. Join us, as we explore the lives of these
unknown soldiers - who appear on no war memorials - and give them back their voices, stories and names.
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From reader reviews:

Ellen Farnsworth:

Book is to be different for every single grade. Book for children until eventually adult are different content.
To be sure that book is very important for all of us. The book The 306: Dawn was making you to know about
other information and of course you can take more information. It doesn't matter what advantages for you.
The publication The 306: Dawn is not only giving you far more new information but also to get your friend
when you feel bored. You can spend your current spend time to read your guide. Try to make relationship
together with the book The 306: Dawn. You never sense lose out for everything in the event you read some
books.

Marie Griffin:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book particularly
book entitled The 306: Dawn your head will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect
that maybe unidentified for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging just about every word written
in a e-book then become one form conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get prior to. The The
306: Dawn giving you another experience more than blown away your head but also giving you useful facts
for your better life on this era. So now let us show you the relaxing pattern the following is your body and
mind is going to be pleased when you are finished studying it, like winning a game. Do you want to try this
extraordinary spending spare time activity?

Richard Martinez:

Your reading 6th sense will not betray a person, why because this The 306: Dawn reserve written by well-
known writer who really knows well how to make book that could be understand by anyone who also read
the book. Written throughout good manner for you, leaking every ideas and publishing skill only for
eliminate your own personal hunger then you still question The 306: Dawn as good book not just by the
cover but also by content. This is one reserve that can break don't ascertain book by its deal with, so do you
still needing yet another sixth sense to pick this particular!? Oh come on your examining sixth sense already
alerted you so why you have to listening to yet another sixth sense.

Raymond Langford:

This The 306: Dawn is great book for you because the content which can be full of information for you who
else always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it
information accurately using great plan word or we can claim no rambling sentences inside. So if you are
read it hurriedly you can have whole information in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward
sentences but tricky core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having The 306: Dawn in your
hand like keeping the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous one. We can say that no reserve that
offer you world inside ten or fifteen moment right but this publication already do that. So , this can be good
reading book. Hey there Mr. and Mrs. hectic do you still doubt in which?
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